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BIOGRAPHY

A Corporate Trainer, Team Building Specialist and Personal 
Development Coach since 1989, Diana’s claim to fame are 
her proprietary innovative Coaching Methodologies.  

She created the only 21st Century Coaching tools completely 
based on leading edge Neuroscience giving people the exact 
way to decode their Personality as unique innate programming 
to reach happiness and achieve their life goals. 

The Personality & Needs Profile™ & Your Life Your Way™  
Coaching Programs support people in building a strong 
foundation based on who they really are, why they are really 
here and what more they can be. 

Back in 2004, Diana became a Neurobiology therapist  
specialised in unblocking Psychosomatic illnesses and  
began offering her clients a more holistic approach to  
achieve results and wellness. Diana blends Neuroscience  
as well as Symbology, Etymology and evolved Energy  
principles, even with meditations, into her coaching.  

In her Best Selling book “Modus Vivendi - Your Life  
Your Way” as well as in other 4 collaboration books,  
she shares the secrets on how to find your purpose,  
stay emotionally healthy and gain the utmost clarity 
for total life fulfillment. 

As a thought leader, she disputes the many “old  
school” tactics used in the majority of mainstream 
Training and Coaching Programs, such as - 
“change your mindset”, “know your leadership  
style” and “get out of your comfort zone”- all  
of which are painfully inexact and ineffective  
in catalysing long lasting change for people. 

Diana is here to raise the standards of the 
Industry that she loves and has served in  
for over 25 years. American born, she  
has lived in Europe since graduating 
from Miami University, raising her 4  
children in northern Italy. 

She has been seen on over 200 media 
channels for her work to help people 
“Find Meaning to Find Themselves” 
as well as Awarded Top 100 World  
Women Achievers for 2018 at Global  
HRD Congress in Mumbai, India.
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Popular SPEECH Topics

for INSPIRATION

for BUSINESS

★ Free to Be You - Your Life Your Way 
         Want the 7 Simple Steps to Stop Stress & Struggle?

★ Put a Stop to “Styles” 
        Great Leadership goes beyond being a Style!

★ Follow that Voice to Fortune 
         When You hear that Whisper, Know What it Wants!

★ Unshakeable & Unstoppable 
         The Latest Secrets on Self Confidence for Women (Men)

★ Teams & Trust : The Basics 
         It’s Time for Good Ole Show & Tell 

★ Unlimited Happiness & Health 
         If Your Closet is Full then Why do You Feel so Empty?

★ Sales: Get Your Footing Fast 
        Do You really Know if it’s the Right Place?

Topics are Available as: 

Radio & Podcast Interviews,  
Keynote Speeches, 

Half to Full Day Seminars,   
3 Day Workshops  

& 6 Month Trainings
★ Entrepreneurs & Risk 
         Exude Energy & Strive for Excellence



QUESTIONS

Why do you say that the most mainstream coaching and  
training tools are “old school”?  
  

What drove you to create a Personality Profile and how 
is it different from the other assessments on the market?  

How do your clients transform their lives by using it? 

Why do you tell people to “stay in their comfort zone”  
and define what they need instead of what they want? 

What are the most common energy drains in people’s 
lives and how can they stop them from happening? 

What is the most important thing for people to work on? 

How do people get the happiness - the clarity -  
the self confidence - the dream life they desire?  

Why are you so passionate about symbology?

for INTERVIEWING

PUBLICATIONS
Diana is a Best Selling Author of many collaboration 
books as well as her own book - “Modus Vivendi 
Your Life Your Way” - a 7 Day Journey to total Self 
Transformation.  

Her clients had been begging her for 15 years 
to write a book on her Coaching Methodology.  
Instead of the typical left brain approach to self  
help, Diana takes you into your emotional and  
creative side so you connect to who you are. 

Her heart and soul are into helping people 
improve their lives.  After 25 years in  
Corporate and One on One Coaching Diana  
shares her vast and profound knowledge 
on the Podcast “Your Life Your Way”  
as well as trains how to lead Workshops 
in her Facilitator Certification Program  
for Coaches wanting to be World Class.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEOS
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Contact  
DIANA Today

TESTIMONIALS

Creator of Personality & Needs Profile™  
Your Life Your Way™ Coaching Methodology 
International Speaker & Best Selling Author 
Neurobiology therapist, Podcast Host 

DIANA Dentinger 
American living 
In Turin, Italy 

“You spend 10 Minutes with Diana and 
You are Going to Want her for 10 Days!” 

Linda Pereira, CPL Meetings & Events, Portugal

“I read 23 personal development books this year and “Modus Vivendi” was, by far,  
the one that impacted my thinking, actions, and behaviours, more than all the others. 

Diana writes about a story, and puts you in the story, so I was visualising myself, 
feeling the emotions and thinking back to certain moments. This disrupted my usual  

left brain thinking and changed my emotions and thinking to a degree that very 
few personal development books have done for me.”  
Tom Cunningham, Napoleon Hill Foundation, Canada

“We saved over 1 Million Euro the year we 
hired Diana as our Team Building Trainer.  

She does powerful work.” 
Annalisa Ferri, President, Ecopack, Italy

“The day after our first session, a professional 
issue magically resolved itself saving me over 
$30,000. I know it happened because of the 

instant clarity and new perspective 
I gained working with Diana.”   
Costanza T., Art Curator, Italy

"Diana has an amazing ability to connect, inspire and teach people how to truly be their most authentic self and to live  
an amazingly simple and exciting life. Diana does all of this with such loving energy filled with grace.  

My experience working with Diana has been and continues to be impactful and life altering. She has this ability  
to teach each of us about our real and natural selves. The benefit to you is that once you're aligned  

with your true self, you'll have a deeper understanding that'll help you to live and move  
through your life freely and with a silent, yet bold confidence.”  

 Mark Rabbit, Leadership Coach, USA Marine, USA

“With Diana, you get meaning and you get moving!”                                         
Tania Trevisan, TEN Events, Brazil

“Everything you said during the  
Keynote made so much sense.  

I finally have the clarity to make 
important changes in my life.”  

R.C, Accenture, India
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